
BlackMirror MVP Feedback/Peer Evaluations

We asked our peers to fill out this form and got the following responses:

What information do you
think would be useful to
see/share in a BlackMirror
General Profile?

Rate the ease of use of the
application (i.e. was it easy
to understand what to do?
how it worked?)

What did you enjoy about
the AR experience?

What did you dislike about
the AR experience? And
how would you suggest to
fix it?

Currently our target product
will include:
- Building your own profile
via a Google Form
- Re-vamping the UI of the
profile
- Introducing an auditory or
visual cue that you have
scanned a QR-Code

What other features (if any)
would you like to see in the
final product?

name, profession,
description of what they do,
what they are looking for if
anything 7

it was simple to use and the
purpose of it was obvious

The scroll bar was probably
the part i disliked the most
since it just felt clunky and
it was annoying to use.
Maybe make the entire page
scrollable so you don't need
a precise click.

possibly a history of people
you have scanned so you
can look back at
information

LinkedIn type of content,
small and bulleted, can't
read too much content at
once 6

It was nice that it felt like I
was still in the real world,
just with a little information
(the lack of content on the
screen helped with this)

Biggest thing is
confirmation when someone
scans a QR code that it was
done successfully. A sound
or "Scanned!" small pop-up
would be good.

Favoriting people that you
had really good
conversations with ("Star"
button)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScJsnWgPk2eFDpnMDQ6zMHJ9-EvwPEK0-gnkYz3XXdVOAFYlA/viewform


current career goal, what job
I'm looking for,
extracurricular interests 7

Very reliable scanning on
QR code

The information pane was a
bit boring picture! keep the fun facts.

Name, Education,
Experience, Portfolio, what
roles you are looking for,
etc. 8

I enjoyed that the profile
was readable and that the
profile moved with you. I
also enjoyed that the QR
codes worked!

I didn't like how close I had
to get to the QR code. I also
wish I could maybe resize
the profile or chose where it
goes (like maybe always to
the left of a person).

That sounds great for the
final product! I would say
another feature that would
be awesome would be able
to add more features to
personalize your profile like
you can choose the font,
color, etc.

Career Goals; Interests;
Passions 7

I liked that the window
followed you around and
that you could scroll
through the information.

I didn't like that I didn't
know how to begin and
wether or not the QR Code
was scanning.

QR Code scanning and
loading indications; options
to freeze the location of the
window

NA 7 Scanning process is so fast.
Hard to drag or rotate the
panel

Have more detailed info in
the profile. I wonder how
you could fit all resume
information into the current
profile.

Just some keywords? so that
more can happen in the
conversation

QR code scanning is
smoother than I expected

Maybe we don't need the
"open profile" option. When
you scan a code with your
phone, it automatically
opens a website; the button
is kinda small and hard to
press.

Fix the profile to a position
and don't crop the file as my
head moves
Maybe the profile can have
multiple pages and each
focus on one item



We also took the following notes on other feedback we received:
⁃Save option would be good
⁃favorite profile feature
⁃Fix so that button/profile is in peripheral vision
⁃Adding hand menu to see favorite people
⁃Have access to favorited profiles post event
⁃Having a sound/indication of button being clicked -
⁃Add an “welcome”menu or some indication that you are within the app
⁃Take notes on interaction with them maybe pinning - favorites button would be a good way to move it to a folder
⁃Likes the fun fact
⁃photo in profile for when we pull it up later
⁃QR code associated profile, does not follow head
⁃Contact information, create contact book
⁃Video of project you worked on, photos, visual references
⁃Profile next to the person when opening it up
⁃Instructional hints, instructional menu of some kind
⁃Button replaces the QR code that exists


